RURAL ROAD SAFETY
ADVICE FOR CYCLISTS
Over recent years, cycling has seen a surge in
popularity, particularly during periods of local and
national lockdowns, with quieter roads tempting
many of us to dust off our bikes and take to the road.
The benefits of cycling are far reaching and include
improved physical fitness and mental wellbeing. In
addition, cycling is a clean, green mode of transport,
and can also be enjoyed socially with friends and
family.
Britain’s rural roads are an ancient and special network
that are a joy to cycle. However, whilst cycling on
rural roads can feel liberating, safe and relaxing, it’s
important to remember that you’ll be sharing the road
with local people and other visitors. Routes through
the countryside often include narrow, winding roads
with no markings, high hedges, poorly maintained
road surfaces and soft verges. And with increased cycle
traffic on rural roads comes increased pressure on
cyclists and fellow road users to stay safe and respect
one another.
Here, Nick Chamberlain, Policy Manager at British
Cycling, shares his thoughts on staying safe whilst
enjoying cycling on rural roads:
•R
 ide defensively but respectfully – on narrow,
winding country lanes it’s important that you don’t
ride in the gutter. Instead make sure you ride in a
visible position away from the edge of the tarmac. If
you’re aware of vehicles waiting behind you, pull in
only when you consider it is safe to do so and if the
speed limit will allow a safe overtake.
• Be considerate of the needs of other road users –
when riding in small or large groups you can ride two
abreast and it’s often safer to do so, particularly in
larger groups or when accompanying children or less
experienced riders. Be aware of drivers behind you,
allowing them to overtake (e.g. by moving into single
file) when you feel it is safe to let them pass.
• Be particularly careful around junctions – especially
those where minor rural roads meet busier, higher
speed A roads. Junctions are places of potential
conflict and so caution is crucial when navigating
them.

•W
 ear the right clothes – in the mixed light and
weather conditions that are typically encountered
during a daytime ride in the UK, there’s no one type
of clothing that will ensure you’re seen at all times.
Fully reflective garments can be washed out in flat
daytime light when there are no headlights to bounce
off them. Even hi-vis, in certain light conditions, isn’t
a guarantee of being seen. The key is to be sensible
and reactive to the conditions. To enhance your
visibility, moving body parts, such as your feet and
hands, are the most effective to make bright and seen.
•L
 ight your way – if you know that your route includes
long tunnels, sections with overhanging trees or if
you just want to stand out a bit more, you might want
to consider running lights during the day. Also, if
you’re heading out in the late afternoon or evening
and there’s a chance your ride might overrun, you
should have lights with you and, if you’ve got them,
why not have them on?
•C
 onsider the communities you are cycling through
– remember that the countryside is a working
landscape and home to many. Be considerate of these
residents and remember that you are a visitor to
places that others call home.
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